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ABSTRACT
We have seen tremendous growth in online social networks (OSNs) in recent years. These OSNs
not only offer attractive means for virtual social interactions and information sharing, but also
raise a number of security and privacy issues. Although OSNs allow a single user to govern
access to her/his data, they currently do not provide any mechanism to enforce privacy concerns
over data associated with multiple users, remaining privacy violations largely unresolved and
leading to the potential disclosure of information that at least one user intended to keep private.
We also discuss a proof-of-concept prototype implementation of our approach as part of an
application in Facebook and provide system evaluation and usability study of our methodology.
Items in social media such as photos may be co-owned by multiple users, i.e., the sharing
decisions of the ones who upload them have the potential to harm the privacy of the others.
Previous works uncovered coping strategies by co-owners to manage their privacy, but mainly
focused on general practices and experiences. Finally, we derive key insights for designing
systems to mitigate these divergences and facilitate consensus.
Keywords
Privacy; Photo Sharing; Online Social Networks, Aadhar Issue, Data Sharing, Privacy Conflict,
Access Control.

OBJECTIVES
The main issue connected with Aadhar is Right to Privacy. Can Aadhar and Right to Privacy coexist?
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INTRODUCTION
The origins of the correct to privacy may be copied to the nineteenth century. In 1890, Samuel D.
Warren and prizefighter d. brandeis revealed "The Right to Privacy," Associate in Nursing
authoritative article that postulated a general unwritten right of privacy.

Constitutional Law:
The constitutional right to privacy protects the freedom of individuals to create bound crucial
selections concerning their well-being while not government coercion, intimidation, or
interference. Such crucial selections might concern non secular religion, ethical values, political
affiliation, marriage, sexual activity, or death. The federal Constitution guarantees the correct of
people to create these selections in step with their own conscience and beliefs. the govt isn't
constitutionally allowable to manage such deeply affairs.
The government‘s move to create Aadhar necessary for all voters has yet again triggered a
discussion around Right to Privacy. Critics have argued that creating Aadhar necessary can cause
breach in confidentiality of knowledge collected through Aadhar. Right to Privacy doesn't notice
any mention within the Constitution. This right, however, has been culled from Article nineteen
and twenty one that deals with right to life and liberty. within the absence of this clarity, a string
of judgments ranging from 1962 outlined privacy and what it entails.
As early as 1954, the apex court ascertained in an exceedingly ruling that right to privacy isn't a
recognised right listed underneath Article nineteen of the Constitution and command that it
might not be attainable to import the correct by ‗strained construction‘. however this failed to
bind the court to limit the scope of Article twenty one (right to life and private liberty).
Here square measure some landmark judgments that ordered the inspiration of Right to Privacy
in India:
1962: Kharak Singh vs. State of UP: Inclusion of ‗privacy‘ underneath ‗personal liberty‘
Kharak Singh, the petitioner, was charged underneath dakoity and was discharged thanks to lack
of proof. Ignoring the discharge of Singh, the province police place him underneath police work
that concerned secret picketing of his house, night visits reception, periodical inquiries by
officers and watching and corroboratory movements of Singh. The petitioner filed a legal
document petition for violation of his basic rights (Article 32).
Extending the dimension of ‗personal liberty,‘ the apex court for the primary time declared right
to privacy to fall into the ambit of Article twenty one. The court command that at the top of the
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day, a person‘s home is his ‗castle‘ wherever he lives along with his family and it's ‗his wall
against encroachment on his personal liberty.‘
Nothing is additional hurtful to a man‘s physical happiness and health than a calculated
interference along with his privacy. We would, therefore, outline the correct of private liberty in
Art. twenty one as a right of a private to be free from restrictions or encroachments on his
person, whether or not those restrictions or encroachments square measure directly obligatory or
indirectly led to by calculated measures.
1975: Govind vs. State of MP: ‗Right to privacy isn't absolute‘
Despite agreeing that right to privacy is that the emanation of Article nineteen and twenty one of
the Constitution, the highest court command that right to privacy can not be created Associate in
Nursing absolute right. Subject to cheap restrictions, the correct to privacy may be created valid.
Too broad a definition of privacy can raise serious questions about the demeanor of judicial
reliance on a right that's not express within the Constitution. the correct to privacy can, therefore,
essentially, need to bear a method of case by case development.
Facts being kind of like the Kharak Singh case, the court command that privacy and basic rights
square measure gift in Regulation 855 and 856 (surveillance) of the Madhya Pradesh Police,
rules created by the govt underneath the Police Act, 1961, if scan wide.
1995: Rajagopal vs. State of T.N: Conflict between right to data and privacy – ‗Right to be let
alone‘
Freedom of press was place in question vis-a-vis right to privacy once publishers of Tamil
weekly magazine Nakkheeran set to publish the story of Hindu deity sitar player|sitar player}
alias motor vehicle Shankar.
Auto Shankar was a unfortunate person in Madras condemned for 6 murders and sentenced to
death by the Madras judicature in 1992. Shankar had become a well-liked figure at the time
Associate in Nursingd had written an life story. Shankar wished his story revealed and bagged
Nakkheeran United Nations agency showed their temperament to publish an equivalent. The life
story was a detailed nexus between a unfortunate person and IAS and IPS officers, many of
whom were partners within the crimes the manslayer had committed. On gaining data of such
Associate in Nursing life story able to be revealed, the IAS and IPS officers mentioned within
the book, off the business enterprise ensuring that Shankar backtracked from his writing the life
story. thence the publishers weren't allowed to publish when receiving a letter from Shankar‘s
power of lawyer forcing the publishers to approach the court.
Upholding the publisher‘s stand, the court allowed the magazine to publish the life story as a
piece of fiction and outlined privacy as a part of Article twenty one and as a right to be plus.
A subject incorporates a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, sexual
activity, motherhood, childbearing and education among different matters. None will publish
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something regarding the on top of matters while not his consent whether or not truthful or
otherwise and whether or not complimentary or important. Further the court stated an exception
in this case where a person voluntarily involves himself into a controversy or invites one, that
person would not fall under the right to privacy. 3
2006: Naz Foundation vs. Govt. of NCT Delhi – Interference with personal liberty must
follow a procedure
Naz Foundation, a Non-Profit Organization (NGO), filed a public legal proceeding difficult the
constitutional validity of Section 377 of Indian legal code, 1860 (IPC) that penalizes ‗unnatural
offences‘ as mentioned within the Act.
The top court cited Article twelve of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article
seventeen of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights that outline privacy as no
capricious interference with home, family or honour and name. hoping on the on top of
mentioned case laws and a lot of, the apex court set down 3 classes below that the term privacy
should fall for a private to avail the aforesaid right.
Any law busy with personal liberty of an individual should satisfy a triple test:
(i) It should impose a procedure;
(ii)The procedure should face up to a check of 1 or a lot of of the elemental rights presented
below Article nineteen which can be applicable in a very given situation; and
(iii) It should even be at risk of be tested with relevance Article fourteen. because the check
propounded by Article fourteen pervades Article twenty one yet, the law and procedure
authorizing interference with the private liberty should even be right and simply and truthful and
not capricious, fanciful or oppressive.
The court control that Section 377 of IPC discriminated a selected section of people only
supported their sexual orientation and condemned Section 377. however it didn't legitimize the
availability stating that the facility to amend or repeal the section lies with the Parliament and not
the judiciary.
With recent developments within the on-line world, social media and various applications
business the requirements of individuals, the changes escort a threat to individual‘s personal data
created out there to the general public.
CONCEPT OF AADHAR:
Aadhar could be a twelve digit individual positive identification issued by the distinctive
Identification Authority of Republic of {india|Bharat|Asian country|Asian nation} (UIDAI) on
behalf of the govt. of India.
3
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•

This range is a signal of identity and address, anyplace in Asian nation.

•

Any individual UN agency could be a resident in Asian nation will enrol for Aadhar.

•

Each Aadhar range are distinctive to a private and can stay valid for keeps.

•

Aadhar is definitely verifiable in an internet, efficient approach.

•
Unique and strong enough to eliminate the massive range of duplicate and faux identities
in government and personal databases.
•
The government perceives Aadhar card as a tool for higher governance in several areas.
it's a voluntary service that each resident will avail regardless of gift documentation.
BENEFITS OF AADHAR TO INDIA:
•
It provides one read of beneficiary information and data, aiding in streamlining policy
selections for the state.
•
Social advantages delivery services: permits State Governments to directly transfer
advantages to beneficiary accounts below varied schemes.
•
Beneficiary Identification: Helps in sanitizing the State‘s/Department‘s databases and
unambiguously distinctive beneficiaries by removing ghost/duplicate identities.
•
Demographic and development designing: permits valuable anonymized demographic
information to assist development planning at State, District and native government levels.
•
Preventing leakages: Welfare programs, wherever beneficiaries got to be confirmed
before service delivery, additionally stand to learn from UIDAI‘s verification service. samples of
such usages embody sponsored food and fuel delivery to Public Distribution System (PDS)
beneficiaries. This usage would make sure that services ar delivered to the proper beneficiaries
solely.
•
Aadhaar as associate degree identifier: folks happiness to marginalized sections of the
society typically don't have a sound proof of identity. As a result, they miss out on availing social
advantages provided by the govt..
•
Aadhaar has been no-hit in finding this downside. one among the instance properties of
Aadhaar is its individuation. it's associate degree identification that an individual will carry for a
life time and doubtless use with any service supplier so, basically changing into a pro-poor
identification infrastructure.
•
Black Money: Use of Aadhaar card in assets group action may give path of transactions
and aid in suppression of black cash
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•
JAM trinity: The JAM range Trinity- Gregorian calendar month DhanYojana, Aadhaar
and Mobile numbers- permits the state to supply this support to poor households in a very
targeted and fewer distortive approach.
•
It may be wont to monitor development connected parameters in such crucial sectors as
tending, education, etc. this could additionally facilitate development of electronic applications
to bridge any gaps ascertained.
•
It will facilitate to map skilled workforce, supported the education noninheritable by the
individual, to acceptable job vacancies/ talent necessities of the State
•
It permits instant paperless checking account gap, instant issue of insurance and acts as a
permanent money address.

ISSUES WITH AADHAR CARD:
1.
Services Denied: several instances occurred within which government and its agencies
are found insistence on manufacturing Aadhar range as a precondition to avail advantages or
public services
2.
Exclusion: Laborers and poor folks, the first targets of the Aadhar method, typically don't
have clearly outlined fingerprints due to excessive labor. Even recent folks with ―dry hands‖
have Janus-faced difficulties. Weak iris scans of individuals with cataract have additionally
expose issues. In many cases, agencies have refused to register them, defeating the terribly aim
of inclusion of poor and marginalized folks.
3.

Consent: No consent regarding the uses to that the info are subjected.

4.
Exit Option: The absence of associate degree exit choice to get out of the UIDAI
information base.

PRIVACY issues AND VIOLATION OF RIGHTS:
1.
No Statutory backing: The UIDAI and therefore the Aadhar project ar still engaged on
the idea of associate degree government action since it absolutely was created. The Supreme
Court, whereas delivering judgments in varied cases concerning state police work and privacy
has continuously stressed that any action of the govt. should be backed by a proper statute or
legislation.
2.
Wide Mandate: UIDAI has wide mandate which has process the usage and relevance of
Aadhaar for the delivery of varied services. Giving most power to a body that has no legislative
sanction is, indeed, unexampled and intensely worrying.
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3.
Lack of responsibility: The UIDAI additionally lacks accountability to Parliament if
there's a failure within the system and somebody suffers in consequence.
4.
personal Players: There ar several personal players concerned within the whole chain of
registering for and generation of Aadhaar numbers before the information finally goes to the
government-controlled Central Identities information Repository (CIDR).
5.
‗Seeding‘: this can be regarding the introduction of the Aadhar range into completely
different information bases. Once the amount is seeded in varied information bases, it makes
convergence of non-public data remarkably easy. So, if the amount is within the gas agency, the
bank, the ticket, the card, the citizen ID, the medical records so on, the state, as additionally
others UN agency learn to use what's referred to as the ‗ID platform‘, will ‗see‘ the subject at
can.
6.
Violation of rights: The critics of the Aadhaar has continuously maintained that the
UIDAI would possibly share the biometric data of individuals with alternative government
agencies thereby violating people‘s right to privacy. They additionally thought that mistreatment
the biometric information, folks could be singled out, tracked, annoyed and have their rights
desecrated.

RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN INDIA:
2.1 Supreme Court Rulings
•
Two Constitution Bench judgments — Sharma (1954), associate degree eight-judge call,
and Kharak Singh (1962), a six-judge judgment — control that the proper to Privacy wasn't a
basic right.
•
In Govind vs. State of Madhya Pradesh (1975), the Supreme Court control that ―many of
the elemental rights of voters may be delineate as tributary to the proper to Privacy‖. After this,
the approach to interpretation of basic rights had undergone a basic amendment. The scope of
article twenty one of Constitution was broadened through succeeding judgments.
•
However, in Govind the Bench processed that the proper to Privacy wasn't associate
degree absolute right and should be subject to restriction on the idea of compelling public
interest.
•
In Maneka Gandhi (1978), the SC control that any law and procedure authorizing
interference with personal liberty and Right of Privacy should even be right, just, and fair, and
not capricious, fanciful, or oppressive.‖
•
In R Rajagopal vs State of province (1994), Supreme Court control that the proper to
Privacy is inexplicit the proper to life and liberty guarantee by Article twenty one. A subject
7
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includes a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, sex, motherhood,
child-bearing and education among alternative matters.
From these rulings, it may be inferred that although the Constitution doesn't specify ‗right to
privacy‘ as a basic right, however the topic has evolved significantly in Asian nation, associate
degreed privacy is currently seen as an ingredient of non-public liberty.
2.2 International Conventions
•
Right of Privacy is integral a part of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966.
•
European Convention on Human Rights: Article eight acknowledges the ―right to respect
for personal and family life‖.
•
The international organisation Charter (1945), Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948) and therefore the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966), affirm ―the
natural dignity of man‖.
•
India is human of all major international conventions that advocates Right to Privacy.
they're The international organisation Charter (1945), Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948) and therefore the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966).
2.3 Importance of right to Privacy
The right to dignity that inheres in every individual as somebody's being is incomplete while not
the proper to privacy and name.
The ability to create selections and selections autonomously in society freed from close social
pressure, as well as the proper to vote, freedom of faith — all of those depend upon the
preservation of the ―private sphere".
The right to private liberty of human is nonmaterial while not adequate protection for right to
privacy trendy Technology: the arrival of contemporary technical school tools has created the
invasion of privacy easier. Also, many national programmes and schemes ar mistreatment
computerised information collected from voters that is susceptible to thieving and misuse.
2.4 Recommendations of specialists cluster on Privacy law below Justice A P Shah of Iran
The cluster launched principles that legislation safeguarding privacy ought to abide by. It
includes:
•
The legislation on privacy ought to make sure that safeguards ar technology neutral. It
means that data is protected against unauthorized use despite the way within which it's stored:
digital or physical type.
•
It ought to shield all sorts of privacy, love bodily privacy (DNA and physical privacy);
privacy against police work (unauthorised interception, audio and video surveillance); and
8
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information protection. The safeguards ought to apply to each government and personal sector
entities.
•
There ought to be associate degree workplace of a ‗Privacy Commissioner‘ at each the
central and regional level.
•
There ought to be automatic Organizations created by the business UN agency can
develop framework that protects associate degreed enforces an individual‘s right to privacy.

CENTRE‘S STAND ON AADHAR LINKAGE:
•
Strongly backing the Aadhaar theme, the Centre submitted that the proper to lifetime of
uncountable poor within the country through food, shelter and welfare measures was much more
vital than privacy issues raised by the elite category.
•
Controversially, professional person General K K Venugopal insisting the Centre
additionally declared that privacy claims needed higher priority in developed countries ―not in a
very country like Asian nation wherever an enormous majority of voters don‘t have access to
basic needs‖.
•
The government was categorical that once enrolling nearly a hundred large integer voters
defrayment associate degree astronomical quantity of Rs vi,300 large integer there was no going
back.
•

He aforesaid the proper to privacy can not be invoked to scrap the Aadhaar theme.

IMPORTANCE OF the proper TO PRIVACY finding :
•
Knowingly or unwittingly voters share plenty of non-public information within the
technological age. this could be victimized not solely by Government however additionally huge
corporations.
•
Recognizing privacy as a basic right can produce a amendment within the relationship
between the State and therefore the subject
•

Section 377 of IPC is currently questionable.

•

DNA identification Bill might violate the proper to privacy.

•
This finding on right to privacy also will challenge the validity of privacy policies of the
many corporations (Eg: WhatsApp‘s new privacy policy).
DATA Protection Bill
After a landmark judgment by the Supreme Court on the right to privacy, Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Minister of Electronic and Information Technology, has indicated that the data protection law
9
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would be in place by December. The union minister said that the new bill would be drafted
keeping the recent right to privacy judgment in mind. The bill will be drafted taking key inputs
from the former Supreme Court Judge, BN Srikrishna. 4

4

th

https://www.clearias.com/aadhar-card-right-to-privacy/ last accessed on 24 February, 2018 at 6:50pm.
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PRIVACY CONFLICTS IN ONLINE:
SOCIAL NETWORKS Users in OSNs will post statuses and notes, transfer photos and videos in
their own areas, tag others to their content, and share the content with their friends. On the
opposite hand, users may post content in their friends‘ areas. The shared content could also be
connected with multiple users. think about associate degree example wherever a photograph
contains 3 users, Alice, Bob and Carol. If Alice uploads it to her own house and tags each Bob
and Carol within the icon, we tend to known as Alice the owner of the icon, and Bob and Carol
stakeholders of the icon. All of them could also be desired to specify privacy policies to manage
over WHO will see this icon. In another case, once Alice posts a note stating ―I can attend a
celebration on weekday night with @Carol‖ to Bob‘s house, we tend to decision Alice the
contributor of the note and he or she might want to create the management over her notes.
additionally, since Carol is expressly known by @-mention (atmention) during this note, she is
taken into account as a neutral of the note and should additionally wish to manage the exposure
of this note. Since every associated user could have totally different privacy considerations over
the shared content, privacy conflicts will occur among the multiple users.
OSNs additionally modify users to share others‘ content. as an example, once Alice views {a
icon|a photograph} in Bob‘s house and decides to share this photo along with her friends, the
icon are successively announce to her house and he or she will authorize her friends to visualize
this icon. during this case, Alice may be a communicator of the icon. Since Alice could adopt a
weaker management locution the icon is visible to everybody, the initial privacy considerations
of this icon could also be profaned, leading to the run of sensitive info throughout the procedure
of knowledge dissemination.
All privacy conflicts among the communicator and also the original controllers (the owner, the
contributor and also the stakeholders) ought to be taken under consideration for regulation access
to content in disseminator‘s house. additionally to privacy conflicts in content sharing, conflicts
may additionally occur in 2 alternative things, profile sharing and relationship sharing, wherever
multiple parties could have totally different privacy necessities in sharing their profiles and
relationship lists with others or social applications in OSNs.
Country

Availability
Purpose
of
Biometric of Database
Database

Access
to Data

data Criminal
Federal
Police,
Argentina Biometric
collected
includes investigation; national Border Patrol, Coast
fingerprints
and security.
Guard,
Airport
photographs.
Security
Police,
National Registry of
Individuals,
and
National Directorate
of Migration.

Duration
of Data Storage

Decree
1766/2011
creating SIBIOS does
not include a time
limitation
for
data
storage. However, the
Law on Personal Data
Protection states that
data must be destroyed
when no longer need for
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The
Australian
Passport
Database
stores
information
about
passport
applicants, including
digitized
photographs. Digitiz
ed photographs are
the only biometric
information collected
from applicants and
are also contained in
an Integrated Circuit
Chip embedded in
ePassports,
which
have been issued
since October 2005.

Brazil

The
Brazilian
passport
database (Sistema
Nacional
de
Passaporte, SINPA)
includes
personal
data and biometric
information
(facial
image
and
two
fingerprints)
of
passport
holders,
which is also found in
a chip that has been
inserted
in
the
passport‘s cover page
since 2010.

Canada

Canada maintains a
facial
recognition
database that uses
biometric data to help
screen passport or
travel
document

September 2018

Passport
applicant
photographs
are
compared to images
from any previously
held Australian travel
document.
This
includes
digitally
matching photographs
against
facial
biometric information
held in the Australian
Passport Database to
―ensure that the person
has not applied for a
travel document in
another name.‖

Information held in
the
Australian
Passport
Database,
including
photographs,
may
only be disclosed to
―a person specified in
a
Minister‘s
determination‖
for
the
purposes
of
performing functions
under the Australian
Passports Act 2005
(Cth)
Particular
disclosure purposes
are set out in the
Act and
relevant
persons to whom
information may be
disclosed for each
purpose are specified
in a Determination.
Processing
of Federal Police, and
passports and record possibly other official
keeping.
institutions that may
enter
into
an
agreement with the
Federal Police.

The purpose of the
facial
recognition
database is to match
the photo submitted by
passport
applicants
against
facial

ISSN: 2456-9666

the purpose for which it
was collected.
Relevant
legislation
does
not
specify
timeframes for data
storage but passport
applicants‘
personal
information is subject to
the Australian Privacy
Principles contained in
the Privacy Act 1988
(Cth). That Act provides
that, where personal
information is no longer
needed for any purpose
for which it may be used
or disclosed, the relevant
entity must ―take such
steps as are reasonable
in the circumstances to
destroy the information
or to ensure that the
information
is
de-identified.‖
Deletion
date
unspecified.

Data from the facial Unspecified
Recognition Database
is accessed and used
by
Passport
Canada. No policy or
legislative framework
12
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applicants.
The biometric information
Office of the Privacy held in the Passport
Commissioner (OPC) Database.
is working with the
Passport Office to
―avoid
the
development
of
centralized databases
containing biometric
information.‖

France

Biometric and civil
status data related to
passport applications
is kept in a national
database called TES.

The principal purpose
of the TES database
appears to be the
processing of passport
applications,
deliverances
and
renewals, and the
prevention of passport
falsification.

Germany

The German Passport
Act
states
that
Germany will not
have
a
federal
database of biometric
passport
data. According to
the same Act, the
Passport
Register
contains photographs
and relevant personal

Biometric
data
contained
in
the
passport may be used
only to verify the
identity of document
and
holder.
The
Passport
Register serves
to
issue passports and
verify
their
authenticity, identify

was
identified
regarding
―use,
disclosure, retention,
[or]
disposal
of
biometric
identifiers‖ in
accordance
with
privacy protections
under the Canadian
Charter of Rights and
Freedom
and
the Privacy Act.
The ETS database
may be accessed by
authorized
government
personnel for the
purpose of processing
passport applications
and issuing passports
Law
enforcement
personnel
assigned
with verifying the
authenticity
of
passports and the
identity of passportholders may access
the data stored on the
microchip
of
individual passports.
Specially authorized
law enforcement and
intelligence personnel
may
access
the
national
TES
database
for
antiterrorism
purposes.
Passport and law
enforcement agencies
may access biometric
data contained in
individual passports
to verify the identity
of the holder of the
passport
by
comparing
the
biometric data stored
in the passport with

ISSN: 2456-9666

Fifteen
years
for
information related to
the passport of an adult,
ten years for information
related to the passport of
a minor, and ten years
for information related
to a service or mission
passport.

Biometric data used to
verify authenticity of an
individual passport or
identity of its holder
must be erased after this
examination
is
concluded.
Personal data contained
in the Passport Register
must be stored until new
passport is issued, but
13
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data of passport
holders and nothing
else.
Fingerprints
may not be stored
after a passport is
issued.

September 2018

persons possessing or
holding a passport,
and to implement the
Passport Act.

the biometric data
observed
in
the
holder. Access
to
Passport
Register
limited to passport
agencies for passportrelated purposes and
to other agencies, as
authorized by law.
N/A

no longer than five years
after
expiration
of
passport.

Identification
and According to the
verification of ID and Law, the Registry
travel documents.
will be maintained by
the
Agency
for
Biometric Databank
Management in the
Ministry of Interior
(MOI). Data will be
accessible
by
authorized
MOI
employees
for
purposes of issuing
ID documents; and
by policemen, prison
wardens, authorized
employees of the
Defense Authority,
soldiers, the security
personnel of the
Knesset (Parliament)
and other public
bodies,
guards
employed by the

Preliminary
implementation of the
Law from Jan. 1, 2013–
Dec. 31, 2014, is
designed to examine its
impact on volunteers
and the utility of
maintaining and using
the biometric databank.
Biometric data used to
verify authenticity of an
individual passport or
identity of its holder
must be erased after this
examination
is
concluded.

Hong
Kong

Hong Kong does not N/A
appear to have any
legislation
specifically
regulating such a
database.
Hong
Kong started issuing
electronic biometric
passports
in
2007. The Passports
Ordinance was not
changed for that
purpose.

Israel

On a trial basis:
Biometric
identification data of
facial characteristics
and
of
fingerprints are being
collected and stored
on a voluntary basis
during
a
test
period from Jan. 1,
2013 to Dec. 31,
2014.
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Retention
of
immigration records is
generally subject to the
Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance,
which
provides only general
rules on data protection.
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Japan

South
Korea

Mexico

New

Japan has a database
that stores application
forms for passports,
which
include
applicants‘
photos.
There is no separate
database to store the
biometric data of all
passport applicants.
The
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs has a
database on names,
dates
of
births,
photos, fingerprints,
addresses, passport
issuance records, etc.,
of passport holders.

September 2018

The principal purpose
of the database is to
process
passport
applications, prevent
double issuance, and
find false applications.
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agency
for
the
protection
of
witnesses, and other
employees of public
bodies responsible for
verification
of
identification by law.
Access is regulated Not specified
by
the
general
personal information
protection law.

To carry out passport Data is only for
operations
passport
operations. Specifica
lly,
fingerprints
cannot be collected,
kept, and managed
for any purpose other
than
that
of
confirming
the
applicants
themselves
There is no separate
in the process of
database to store
issuing the passport.
passport applicants‘
biometric data.

The period of keeping
and management of
fingerprints
cannot
exceed
three
months. Storage time
for
other
personal
information
is
not
specified.

N/A
N/A
The
website
of N/A
Mexico‘s Department
of Foreign Relations
(DFR) indicates that
biometric
data
(fingerprints
and
photograph)
are
collected
from
passport applicants.
Mexico‘s
Passport
Regulation and
a
website maintained
by the DFR briefly
mention a passport
database but do not
provide details.
Since
1998, In addition to other The passport office The Privacy Act 1993
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Zealand

electronic
passport
application
files,
including
photographs,
have
been stored in a
secure
database.
Since 2005, biometric
photographic
information has been
stored
in
chips
embedded
in
ePassports.

information-matching
processes using the
passport database and
with other agencies,
facial
recognition
technology is used to
compare
an
applicant‘s photograph
with those held in the
database in order to
prevent fraud.

Sweden

Sweden does not
have a database that
stores the biometric
data of passport
applicants
or
holders.
All
biometric
data
deriving
from
passport application
documents, including
analysis of facial
characteristics,
are
stored
with
the
Passmyndigheten
(Passport
Agency,
part of Police) at the
time of application
and are destroyed
immediately
when
the finalized passport
is presented to the
applicant or when the
passport application
has been revoked or
rejected.
All
residence

The
purpose
of
collecting biometric
information is ―to
check if the bearer of
the passport is the
correct person, not to
create a photo or
biometric registry over
travelers.‖ However,
upon filing, a copy of
the application and a
photograph, without
biometric analysis of
facial characteristics,
are
sent
to
Rikspolisstyrelsen
(Swedish
National
Police Board).
The Swedish National
Police Board in turn is
required to keep a
central record of the
passports.

Ukraine

The

Unified

may disclose passport
information,
including
photographs, to ―any
appropriate agency,
body, or person to aid
border
security,
facilitate
the
processing
of
passengers, verify the
identity of a holder of
a travel document, or
determine whether a
person is a New
Zealand
citizen.‖
Formal
written
agreements
with
requesting
organizations must be
entered into by the
passport office.
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applies to information
held in the passport
database. This includes
a requirement that an
agency
that
holds
personal
information
―not
keep
that
information for longer
than is required for the
purposes for which the
information
may
lawfully be used.‖ The
Passports Act 1992 also
specifies that when the
holder of a New Zealand
passport
dies,
cancelation
of
the
passport
―may
be
effected by cancelling
the electronic record of
that document stored in
or on a passport
database.‖
Biometric information is
not kept.
No upper time limit for
the copy of the passport
application
and
photograph.
The
passport registry is
covered by secrecy laws
and the application and
photograph are kept in
secret
for
seventy
years. Thereafter,
the
photographs
become
public.

The photographs may
not be used during
automated searches.
A search for the
photo
using
the
passport holder‘s ID
number or name is
still permissible. The
passport registry may
only be accessed by
Rikspolisstyrelsen
and
the
passmyndigheten.
Information from the
registry
may
be
delivered by the
Rikspolisstyrelsen to
the Police, Economic
Crime
Authority,
Embassy, Consulate,
Armed Forces, Coast
Guard, Customs, Tax
Authority,
and
Enforcement
Authority.
State The
Registry
is There is no specific
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registration,
civil
status, and biometric
information required
for the issuance of
national identification
card and passport for
travel
abroad
is
stored in the Unified
State Demographic
Registry. Biometric
data includes the
passport applicant‘s
digital photograph,
digital signature, and
fingerprints.

Demographic Registry
was created in 2011
with the purpose of
collecting, storing, and
processing
information required
for the processing,
issuance, and renewal
of domestic and travel
passports of Ukrainian
citizens,
and
the
processing of other
documents that require
the use of information
collected
by
the
Registry.
Migration
control and issuance
of documents for
migrants and alien
residents is another
purpose for collecting
personal information
in the Registry.

The
US
State
Department‘s
Consular
Consolidated
Database
(CCD)
contains information
about US citizens, US
lawful
permanent
residents, and foreign
nationals, including,
among other things,
biometric data such
as fingerprints and
facial images.

Automated screening
of passport, visa, and
other
service
applicants; automated
checking of applicant
fingerprints;
registration
of
applicant facial images
for facial recognition;
administrative
management; access
by outside federal
agencies.

maintained by the
Ukraine‘s National
Migration
Service,
which is a part of the
Ministry of Internal
Affairs (police). All
government agencies
and
institutions,
including provincial
authorities, involved
in providing services
that
require
information collected
and stored by the
Registry have access
to the database.
Office of the Human
Rights
Commissioner, who
is appointed by the
national legislature, is
responsible
for
monitoring access to
the
registry
and
reviewing measures
aimed at protecting
personal information
stored
in
the
database.
Internal use by US
State Department; use
by external agencies
including Department
of Homeland Security
(DHS), Customs and
Border
Protection,
Department
of
Defense Intelligence
and
Security
Command, Federal
Bureau
of
Investigation, DHS
Terrorist Screening
Center,
US
Citizenship
and
Immigration
Services, and others.
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timeframe for storing
biometric information in
the
Registry.
The
Registry Law states that
―data shall be preserved
for a period no longer
than it is necessary for
the
purposes
this
information has been
collected for.‖ Because
most of the documents
based on data stored in
the Registry require
renewal
every
ten
years, one may assume
that data in the system is
preserved for at least a
ten-year period.

No clear statement is
provided regarding the
duration of the storage
of data in the CCD.
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THE LINKAGE PROBLEM:
The Supreme Court in March, 2017 declared that Aadhaar can't be created obligatory for availing
governments schemes and subsidies. These embody the PAN, revenue enhancement Filings,
booking train tickets, etc., all of that currently obligatorily need Aadhaar variety for its process.
The BJP government, however, in its monetary Bill, 2017 value-added Associate in Nursing
change to the revenue enhancement Act, 1961. This change value-added a neighborhood that
makes it required for voters to link their Aadhaar numbers to their PAN for the needs of revenue
enhancement processes similarly. The required linkage more makes a PAN variety invalid if not
joined to the Aadhaar till a prescribed date by the Central Board of Direct Taxes (which
presently is that the thirty first of Gregorian calendar month, 2017).
The legislation, by creating such required legislation, desecrated the Judiciary‘s selections and
observations. This was criticized by the Supreme Court similarly as a result of the required
linking of Aadhaar to PAN Associate in Nursingd more for the needs of revenue enhancement
returns makes it much obligatory for any subject to possess an Aadhaar. this is often in direct
contradiction with the Supreme Court‘s intention to form Aadhaar voluntary. The dependence of
Aadhaar on PAN and different services makes essential services and subsidies before passing the
Aadhaar Bill in 2016 wherever it opposed the Lok Sabha on many grounds one in all them being
the difficulty of Aadhaar being obligatory or not.
This recommendation was given throughout the group action of the bill and was at a later stage
accepted by the Lok Sabha before enactment of the bill. As a results of it, there exists section
seven within the Aadhaar Act, 2016 that states that Associate in Nursingy subject United Nations
agency isn't appointed an Aadhaar variety are given alternate and viable means that of
identification for delivery of a service, profit or grant. The obligatory linking of PAN with
Aadhaar having an extra validity of tax returns may be a clear violation of this section because it
is ultimately being created voluntarily obligatory.
The conflict was concerned within the parliament and also the Minister of knowledge Associate
in Nursingd Broadcasting replied that the voters not having Aadhaar shall be listed for one and
an alternate methodology are provided until an Aadhaar variety is appointed to her. This
statement directly negates the whole purpose of the nonobligatory clause within the Act.
However, the Supreme Court in its judgement on the validity of Section 139AA, gave a partial
satisfaction to each side of the controversy because it created the linkage required just for
existing Aadhaar holders.

DATA SECURITY AND INFRINGEMENTS:
An Aadhaar variety includes biometric info comparable to fingerprint and iris scan of the eyes.
The identification is attested by matching the bioscience with the information. As Aadhaar is
currently created obligatory by the govt. for pretty much all services together with basic services
comparable to signal, railway tickets, etc., this leaves out a scope for the info to be leaked and ill18
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used by state similarly as non-state actors that may be a clear and direct violation of the proper to
privacy.
The Aadhaar Act provides for a neighborhood that permits the private info keep beneath Aadhaar
to be shared for the needs of ―national security‖. This section was conjointly opposed by the
Rajya Sabha recommending Associate in Nursing change that uses the term ―public emergency‖
or ―in the interest of public safety‖ because it makes the exception a lot of excusable. The term
―national security‖ is Associate in Nursing absolute term which might be misinterpreted and illused by brass. the advice was but rejected and as a result, the initial term remains in use.
Further, the Aadhaar conjointly risks and compromises privacy of the voters in terms of nonstate actors similarly. For starters, the ingress agencies of Aadhaar variety square measure
handled and controlled by non-public operators. The non-public operators, therefore, get the info
of the voters for the aim of uploading it within the government information. There may be a
attainable misuse of such information and as currently, because the Aadhaar is joined to use
many government subsidies and services, there will increase the prospect of misusing the data so
as to avail those services. Also, there's another concern in relevance the involvement of personal
actors within the Aadhaar method. Former Justice K.S. Puttaswamy, United Nations agency is
additionally the petitioner within the case against Aadhaar within the Supreme Court, throughout
Associate in Nursing earlier interview, talked concerning however it's simple for Associate in
Nursingyone to induce an Aadhaar card as ―the ingress centres square measure surpass nonpublic operators therefore anyone will go into and obtain one. this implies that immigrants will
get one too and that‘s a transparent security threat. a part of the political can for this project
stems from this motivation as a result of clearly the immigrants also are a vote bank for a few.‖
The issue of knowledge security conjointly applies to the non-public corporations that need
Aadhaar as a compulsory a part of the procedure for his or her services. This includes service
supplier corporations, banks, and different non-public players United Nations agency have
access to the citizen‘s biometric info. Such case has of course occurred once the enactment of the
Aadhaar Act. A recent incident happened wherever it had been reported that a web site known
as ―magicapk‖ leaked information of existing Reliance Jio Customers (a service that has over a
hundred million users and needs Aadhaar variety as a region of their procedure). This was
confirmed by the Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. because it filed a criticism alleging ―unlawful
access to its systems‖.
Note: Another incident occurred, wherever the digital identities of over 1,000,000 voters got
compromised because of a security gitch within the Jharkhand‘s maturity pension theme that
disclosed info like Name, Aadhaar variety, checking account details, etc. These forms of glitches
and errors show the shortage {of data|of knowledge|of info} security within the country and also
the risk of the existence of a information that contains citizens‘ extremely confidential and
personal information.
INDIAN PERSPECTIVE concerning RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND INTERNATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS:
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Article seventeen of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states concerning
the proper to privacy, it say ―No one shall be subjected to absolute or unlawful interference
together with his privacy, family, or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and
reputation". Whereas Article twelve of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, states
―No one shall be subjected to absolute interference together with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and name. everybody has the proper to the
protection of the law against such interference or attacks". each instruments give the proper to
privacy to the subject, and also the states, United Nations agency square measure somebody to
that, square measure expected to satisfy these rights.
Since Bharat may be a somebody to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, Bharat has the requirement to enforce these
rights.
In the lack of legislation, the ICCPR will have the legal force because the different laws in
Bharat. and also the UDHR may be a mere declaration, and it doesn't have the legal force.
however the courts has used provisions of ICCPR and UDHR to form its argument stronger; and
conjointly so as to form accomplished the govt. concerning his obligation toward it subject and
towards international instruments.
In the case of People's Union of Civil Liberties v Union of Bharat Supreme Court cited the
Article seventeen of ICCPR and Article twelve of UDHR. Through these 2 international
instruments, the court reinforced his competition and conjointly to alert the govt. concerning his
obligation towards its subject.

WAY FORWARD….SUGGESTIONS:
In its zeal to combination information in electronic type and target subsidies higher, the govt.
cannot ignore its responsibility to guard voters from the perils of the cyber era.
•
Legislation: it's imperative that the Union Government enact a privacy legislation that
clearly defines the rights of voters per the promise of the Constitution.
•
The government ought to think about privacy risks and embody procedures and systems
to guard subject info in any system of knowledge assortment.
•
It ought to produce institutional mechanism comparable to Privacy Commissioner to stop
unauthorized revelation of or access to such information.
•
Our national cyber cell ought to be created well capable of addressing any cyber attack in
shortest time.
•
Comparison to Social Security variety : The us of America runs the same distinctive
identification programme like that of Aadhaar known as the Social Security variety (SSN).
However, its specifications square measure internally totally different from that of Aadhaar. The
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SSN provides each subject of the USA with a singular variety which needs solely Associate in
Nursing ID proof. The distinctive variety is keep severally and is matched to the name solely just
in case of security functions. Further, the SSN is restricted solely to the federal agencies of the
USA and is prohibited from usage within the industrial and personal areas. The SSN may be a far
better format of a singular identification method in terms of knowledge security. The us have
over the years, tried to limit the employment of SSN solely to federal agencies because it is just
for the aim of identification that is in distinction to the Indian government‘s constant efforts for
increasing its usage.
CONCLUSION:
This scientific research found that, in India, once the case of R. Rajagopal alias R. R. Gopal v
State of state and folks s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) v Union of Bharat , the proper to
privacy is well recognized as Right to Life. within the case of individuals s Union for Civil
Liberties (PUCL) v Union of {india|India|Republic of Bharat|Bharat|Asian country|Asian nation}
(Telephone recording Case) Supreme of India conjointly ascertained Article seventeen of ICCPR
and Article twelve of UDHN. it had been control that Privacy may be a concomitant of the
proper of the individual to exercise management over his or her temperament. It finds Associate
in Nursing origin within the notion that there square measure sure rights that square measure
natural to or inherent in an exceedingly person. Natural rights square measure inalienable as a
result of they're indivisible from the human temperament. The human component in life is not
possible to conceive while not the existence of natural rights. The Supreme Court went on to
carry that right to privacy is part of human dignity, stating that the quality of privacy lies in its
practical relationship with dignity. Privacy acknowledges the autonomy of the individual and
also the right of each person to form essential selections that have an effect on the course of life.
In doing therefore privacy acknowledges that living a lifetime of dignity is important for a
person's being to satisfy the liberties and freedoms that square measure the cornerstone of the
Constitution.
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